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ABSTRACT

A receiver-based rate-distortion optimized framework to interac-
tively stream scalable bitstreams of light fields is proposed. Based
on the desired viewpoints, the predicted future buffer state, the net-
work characteristics, and the target transmission rate, the receiver
customizes the data request in order to minimize the distortion in
the frames to be rendered. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed framework improves the rendering quality by1.0 ∼ 2.6
dB over a heuristic scheme at the same rate. Correspondingly, to
achieve the same rendering quality the proposed framework saves
30% ∼ 40% of the rate over the heuristic scheme.

1. INTRODUCTION

A light field [1][2] captures the outgoing radiance from a particular
scene, at all points in 3-D space and in all directions. In practice, a
light field can be represented as a set of 2-D camera views. A novel
view of the scene from an arbitrary viewpoint can be rendered by
appropriately combining pixels from the acquired camera views.

The uncompressed size for a large light field can exceed tens
of gigabytes. Even with efficient compression, downloading the
entire data set can be prohibitive. It is also redundant if the user
only navigates part of the scene. An attractive alternative is to
interactively stream the necessary data stored at the sender to the
user at the receiver instead of requiring the user to download the
entirety before viewing it.

In [3], Ramanathan et al. extend the work of Chou and Miao
for rate-distortion optimized packet scheduling of video and au-
dio data [4] to streaming of light fields. In their framework, the
compressed data set has been assembled into packets, typically
with various lengths, before the optimization for packet scheduling
takes place. Therefore, the packet content cannot adapt to the user
request interactively. Additionally, accurate rate control is difficult
to achieve due to the predetermined various packet lengths.

Packetization of scalable multimedia bitstreams is also ad-
dressed, e.g., by the PZW (Packetized Wavelet Zerotree) com-
pression scheme [5]. Rate-distortion optimality of packetization
as well as resiliency to packet losses are further discussed by Wu
et al. [6]. These schemes pack the scalable bitstreams into packets
with desired length, hence provide exact rate control. However,
they do not support applications where the previously transmitted
data can be reused and therefore need to be considered.

More recently, the JPIP standard is proposed for interactive
viewing of JPEG2000 images in a client-sever manner [7]. The
client identifies a region and maximum resolution of interest.
The sever responds by rate-distortion optimally sequencing the
JPEG2000 coded data while taking previous responses into ac-

count. However, it does not explicitly consider the handling of
packet delay and losses encountered during the viewing sessions.

In [8], we present a sender-based rate-distortion optimized
framework for interactive streaming of light fields coded as scal-
able bitstreams, where the sender carries out the optimization pro-
cess. The computational burden at the sender may hamper the
implementation in media servers that serve streams to hundreds of
clients simultaneously. In this paper, we propose a receiver-based
framework that moves the optimization task to the receiver as well
as relaxes several limitations in the previous work.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, we briefly introduce the light field rendering and coding
scheme adopted in this work. In Section 3, we describe the pro-
posed receiver-based light field streaming framework. Finally, ex-
perimental results comparing with a heuristic scheme as well as
the sender-based scheme are presented in Section 4.

2. LIGHT FIELD RENDERING AND CODING

We adopt a light field rendering scheme based on the principles
proposed forunstructured lumigraph rendering[9]. To render a
novel view, we choose theNr camera views in the data set which
are potentially most similar to the novel view as thereference
views. For our light field data sets, we only consider the differ-
ence in viewing angles for the measurement of similarity [8].

We assume that a 3-D geometry model of the target scene is
available [9]. The geometry model facilitates warping of each ref-
erence views to the desired novel viewpoint. The resultingNr ver-
sions of the novel view are then combined by taking a weighted av-
erage. The weight associated with each reference view is inversely
proportional to the difference of the viewing angles between the
novel view and the reference view. Note that the proposed stream-
ing framework is also applicable to generic light field rendering
methods that do not incorporate a geometry model [1].

In this work, we use a simple coding scheme that encodes
each camera view as an independent image. However, the pro-
posed streaming framework can be extended to schemes where
the coherence among views is exploited [10]. A multi-level 2-D
shape-adaptive discrete wavelet transform (SA-DWT) is first ap-
plied to decompose each view into wavelet coefficients. To en-
code these coefficients, the SPIHT (Set Partitioning in Hierarchi-
cal Trees) [11] algorithm is chosen to provide a scalable bitstream
so that different reconstruction qualities can be obtained by trun-
cating the coded bitstream at different lengths. To render a novel
view, the truncated bitstreams of its reference views available at
the decoder are decoded into reconstructed wavelet coefficients by
the inverse SPIHT algorithm. Then the inverse 2-D SA-DCT is
applied to reconstruct the reference views.



3. INTERACTIVE LIGHT FIELD STREAMING

We consider the scenario where theN camera views,Cn, n =
0, · · · , N − 1, in a light field are independently encoded asN
scalable bitstreams stored at the sender. Assuming that the light
field renderer at the receiver renders a frame after every time du-
rationTd, we define a sequence ofassigning instants, {ak}, k =
0, 1, · · · , whereak+1 = ak + Td. At ak, the desired viewpoint
of the frame,Fk, to be rendered, is assigned based on the user
navigating behavior. Given the maximum allowable delay,Dmax,
fromak to the time the data used for renderingFk is decoded, a se-
quence ofdecoding instants, {dk}, is defined asdk = ak +Dmax.

We also define a sequence ofrequesting instants, {ri}, i =
0, 1, · · · , whereri+1 = ri + Tr. At ri, the receiver initiates a
request for certain data from the sender. The request is optimized
such that the resulting distortion in the reconstructed frames after
receiving the requested data is minimized. It takesTp processing
time to generate the request, and the request is then fragmented
into Np requesting packets all issued atri + Tp through the back-
ward channel of the network. Upon receiving a requesting packet,
the sender transmits a responding packet containing the requested
data to the receiver through the forward channel. TheNp request-
ing packets from the request as well as the corresponding respond-
ing packets are indexed byiNp + q whereq = 0, · · · , Np − 1.

At the beginning of each rendering session, the camera pa-
rameters of each camera view and the 3-D geometry model of the
target scene are transmitted to the receiver. Both the backward
and the forward channel are modelled as an independent time-
invariant packet erasure channel with random delays. Each packet
is delayed or lost independently from other packets. The cumula-
tive distribution function of the round trip time (RTT) is denoted
as FRTT (τ) = Pr{RTT ≤ τ} [4]. Additionally, we denote
the target forward payload transmission rate byCf , measured in
bit-per-second. GivenCf andTr, the maximum amount of data
that can be requested at each requesting instant is determined by
L = bTr

Cf

8
c in bytes.

3.1. Packet Buffer and Decoding Buffer

A requesting packet as well as the content of a responding packet
can be described by twoN -vectors,s ande. The elements ofs and
e, denoted bysn anden, represent the preceding and the ending
position (in bytes) of the bitstream forCn contained in the packet
respectively. In other words, the bitstream segment forCn starts
at bytesn + 1 and ends at byteen of the bitstream.

The data received at the receiver are decoded only at{dk},
as opposed to upon each packet arrival. Betweendk−1 anddk,
the receiver continuously receives packets and keeps them in the
packet bufferwhich holds up toNpb most recently received pack-
ets. In addition, thedecoding bufferstores the bitstreams for the
Ndb most recently referred views. The decoding buffer state can
be described with anN -vector,b, where the elementbn denotes
the length (in bytes) of the bitstream forCn in the decoding buffer.

At dk, we repeatedly update the decoding buffer by the pack-
ets in the packet buffer in the ascending order of their indices. A
bitstream segment in the packet can update the decoding buffer
only if it satisfies all of the following three conditions. First, the
segment belongs to one of theNdb most recently referred camera
views (including those for renderingFk). Second, every bit in the
bitstream preceding the segment is already in the decoding buffer,
i.e.,sn ≤ bn. Third, the segment extends the bitstream already in

the decoding buffer, i.e.,en > bn. After dk, the packets are still
kept in the packet buffer since they may be needed in later decod-
ing instants, for instance, for those bitstream segments contained
in the packets that later satisfy the above conditions.

3.2. Rate-Distortion Optimized Data Request

We define the rate for codingCn as the length of the bitstream de-
coded to reconstructCn. The distortion is defined as the mean
squared reconstruction error of the reconstructedCn. During
SPIHT-encoding forCn, rate and distortion are recorded whenever
there is a change in the distortion due to the rate increment, result-
ing in a sequence of(Rjn

n , Djn
n ) pairs withjn ∈ {0, · · · , jmax

n }
indexing the recording order.Rjn

n is expressed in bytes but is not
necessarily a integer. Here we first assume that these R-D pairs
are transmitted to the receiver before the rendering session. The
first R0

n bytes of a bitstream contain essential header information
for the bitstream to be decodable. Therefore, we assume that these
initial segments are also transmitted before the rendering session.
The receiver can always reconstruct a view at the lowest quality
when no subsequent bitstream segments are received.

To renderFk, we denote the rendering weight forCn by wn
k .

Note thatwn
k is nonzero only ifCn is a reference view forFk. To

optimize the request atri, we assume it is given that the firstb̂n

bytes of the bitstream forCn, whereb̂n ∈ {Rjn
n }, are already in

the decoding buffer by the time the responding packets update the
decoding buffer. In general, the decoding buffer state in the future
is a variable. Prediction of the state is discussed in Section 3.4.

We define thatri is associated with a window of frames to
be rendered, fromFm1(i) to Fm2(i), and hence a set of camera
views that are needed to render these frames. The indices of this
set of views are denoted asZi = {n :

⋃
m1(i)≤k≤m2(i) wn

k 6= 0},
and only the bitstreams of these views are requested atri. The
simplest case would be associatingri only to the most recently
assigned frame, i.e.,m1(i) = m2(i) = max{k : ak ≤ ri}.
We can take into account more bitstreams in the request by using
a smallerm1(i) to additionally consider the previously assigned
frames, as well as using a largerm2(i) along with prediction of the
user navigating behavior to consider the possible future frames.

The task of rate-distortion optimized data request is to deter-
mine the length of the additional bitstream segment for eachCn

wheren ∈ Zi to be requested in order to minimize the expected
total distortion in the rendered frames up to frameFm2(i), subject
to the target forward transmission rate constraint.

We assume that the distortion in a reconstructed camera view
is proportional to that of the corresponding wavelet coefficients,
and warping a particular view to a different viewpoint preserves
the distortion originally in the view. We further assume that the re-
construction error in one view is uncorrelated to that in any other
view, and hence the distortions from different reference views are
additive in the rendered frame. Based on these assumptions, mini-
mizing the expected total distortion is equivalent to:

minimize
m2(i)∑

k=0

FRTT (dk − ri − Tp)
∑

n∈Zi

(wn
k )2Djn

n (1a)

subject to
∑

n∈Zi

(Rjn
n − b̂n) ≤ L (1b)

Rjn
n ≥ b̂n, n ∈ Zi (1c)



Note that the distortion inFk is weighted byFRTT (dk− ri−Tp)
since a responding packet contributes to the distortion reduction in
Fk only if it arrives bydk. The unknown variable in (1) arejn for
everyn ∈ Zi. jn determines the final bitstream lengtĥRn = Rjn

n

and its corresponding distortion̂Dn = Djn
n for Cn.

Finally the optimized request is fragmented intoNp request-
ing packets, and each is responded by one responding packet from
the sender. Ideally, the fragmentation is applied such that the bit-
stream segment for a view is entirely contained in a single packet
to avoid dependencies among theNp packets. However, we set a
maximum packet length in order to avoid further packet fragmen-
tation incurred in the network. Thus a bitstream segment too long
to fit into one packet is divided into several segments, and each is
requested in a different requesting packet.

3.3. Convex Optimization Approximation

The formulation in (1) is a combinatorial optimization problem.
To reduce the complexity, we approximate the formulation by a
convex optimization problem. Specifically, since the recorded
(Rjn

n , Djn
n ) pairs are usually densely located and they approxi-

mately form a decreasing convex function they can be well fitted
with a weighted sum ofS terms of exponential functions, resulting
in the continuous distortion-rate functionDn(Rn):

Dn(Rn) =

S∑
s=1

cn,s · exp(−λn,s ·Rn), cn,s ≥ 0 (2)

Dn(Rn) is a convex function. In addition, it has analytically deriv-
able gradient and Hessian, which greatly facilitate the optimization
process. Furthermore, only2S parameters instead of a long list of
R-D pairs for each view now need to be transmitted. As a result,
(1) can be replaced by:

minimize
m2(i)∑

k=0

FRTT (dk − ri − Tp)
∑

n∈Zi

(wn
k )2Dn(Rn) (3a)

subject to
∑

n∈Zi

(Rn − b̂n) ≤ L (3b)

b̂n ≤ Rn ≤ R
jmax
n

n , n ∈ Zi (3c)

The formulation in (3) consists of a convex cost function with lin-
ear constraints, thus formulates a convex optimization problem
that approximates the original problem in (1). It can be solved
efficiently using standard convex optimization techniques. To con-
form with the original problem, the optimal solution ofRn should
be rounded to the nearestRjn

n . However, for an efficient represen-
tation of the request, we round it to the nearest integer.

3.4. Decoding Buffer State Prediction

To request the bitstream segment ofCn, we choose to optimize
the request atri according to the predicted decoding buffer state
at decoding instantdk(i,n), i.e., use this prediction as theb̂n in (3).
dk(i,n) is defined as the first among the decoding instants at which
Cn is needed , and by which the packets responding to the request
issued atri is more probable to arrive the receiver than not, i.e.,

k(i, n) = min{k : wn
k 6= 0, FRTT (dk − ri − Tp) > 0.5} (4)

We assume that there areNu packets that have been previously
requested but have not yet arrived at the receiver atri. The indices

of these packets are denoted byu(q), q = 1, · · · , Nu. For each of
these packets, the probability of its arrival by a particular decoding
instantdk given it has not yet arrived atri can be expressed by:

Pa(i, k, u(q)) = Pr{RTT ≤ dk − rbu(q)/Npc − Tp |
RTT > ri − rbu(q)/Npc − Tp} (5)

There are2Nu possible arrival combinations of these packets re-
garding todk, and each results in a possible decoding buffer state.
Since packet delay and losses are assumed to be independent
across packets, the probability of each possible decoding buffer
state is simply the product of that of the outcome of each packet.

Ideally, optimization should be applied for each possible state
at dk(i,n), and the request that results in the minimum expected
distortion calculated over all possible arrival combinations is cho-
sen. However, this can lead to a long processing time sinceNu

can become large. Observing that the probability distribution of
the possible states is highly skewed, the unlikely states can there-
fore be neglected. For simplicity, we choose the most probable
decoding buffer state atdk(i,n) as the prediction. Consequently,
the packet with indexu(q) is predicted to arrive bydk(i,n) if and
only if Pa(i, k(i, n), u(q)) > 0.5.

At eachri, a predictive bufferis created at the receiver. The
buffer first duplicates the current state of the decoding buffer as the
initial state. To further predict the decoding buffer state forCn at
dk(i,n), the predictive buffer is sequentially updated, in the same
way as the decoding buffer, by the packets already in the packet
buffer and the not-yet-arrived packets withPa(i, k(i, n), u(q)) >
0.5. Finally, rate-distortion optimized data request in (3) is carried
out with b̂n being the predictive buffer state.

To account for the unavoidable prediction error of the decod-
ing buffer state, we make a simplified assumption that the bit-
stream segment forCn does not contribute to any distortion reduc-
tion in Fk if b̂n does not exactly match the actual statebn at dk.
Therefore,Dn(Rn) in (3a) is further weighted by the probability
that the predictive statêbn actually occurs at eachdk.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental results are shown for the data setBuddhaandBust.
There areN = 281 views inBuddhaandN = 339 for Bust. We
choose the parametersNr = 4, Np = 4, S = 5, Ndb = 16,
Nfb = 200, Td = 100 ms,Tr = 50 ms,Tp = 50 ms,Dmax =
200 ms, and only the luminance component is considered. The
probability density function of the packet delay, given the packet
is not lost, is shifted-gamma distributed with a10 ms shift,40 ms
mean and300 ms2 variance, and the packet loss rate is set to 2%,
for both the forward and the backward channel.

Each parameter of the fitting exponential functions is quan-
tized and coded with20 bits, resulting in a25-byte overhead per
camera view that is transmitted before the rendering session, along
with the initial segment (typically around 10 bytes) of each bit-
stream. We experiment with two navigation trajectories, one for
each data set. They both contain100 frames and simulate the view-
ing experience of the scene being rotated in various directions.

We choose the target forward payload rate,Cf , from 64 up to
256 kbps. The maximum packet length is set to1000 bytes. The
payload in the requesting packet is entropy-coded with a backward
payload rate typically within1% of Cf . Performance is evaluated
using the rate-PSNR curve. The rate is represented as the aver-
age forward payload rate, which slightly deviates fromCf since



the losses of the requesting packets result in some idle time in the
forward transmission. The PSNR values are computed using the
frames rendered from the original camera views as the reference.

We first compare the proposed optimized scheme with a
heuristic scheme. The heuristic scheme share the same receiver-
based framework as the optimized scheme, except that the amount
of the additional bitstream segments to request is determined dif-
ferently. In both schemes, a request is associated only with the
most recently assigned frame. In the heuristic scheme, the forward
rate is equally distributed among the needed bitstreams that are not
in the predictive buffer (except for the initial segments). If all the
needed bitstreams are in the predictive buffer, the rate is equally
distributed among all of them. The performances are shown in
Figure 1. The optimized scheme performs consistently better than
the heuristic scheme, with a PSNR gap of1.0 ∼ 1.8 dB at the
same rate forBuddhaand0.5 ∼ 0.9 dB for Bust. Correspond-
ingly, to achieve the same rendering quality the optimized scheme
can save20% ∼ 35% of the rate over the heuristic scheme.

We further consider the cases where a request is additionally
associated with the next frame in the future, with two prediction
scenarios. The first assumes perfect prediction of the reference
views and the corresponding weights. The second assumes par-
tial prediction that successfully predicts the reference views but
distributes equal weights among them. The partial prediction sce-
nario, which is more practically achievable, provides an additional
gain of0.3 ∼ 0.8 dB over the single-frame case. The performance
loss of assuming equal weights is about0.2 ∼ 0.4 dB.

Finally, we compare the proposed receiver-based framework
with a sender-based framework modified from [8]. In the sender-
based framework, the request from the receiver indicates the most
recent desired view-point along with the indices of the packets
in the packet buffer. Optimization of the response is performed
at the sender. The optimized allocation now has to be signalled
to the receiver as overhead of the responses, hence has to be in-
cluded in the average forward rate. As shown in Figure 1, the
sender-based framework outperforms the receiver-based one for
the single-frame case. This is mostly due to that the former only
have to cope with the random packet delay and losses in the for-
ward channel, whereas the latter has to deal with the randomness
in both channels. Nevertheless, the receiver-based framework re-
moves the computational burden at the server, hence allows the
server to simultaneously serve a large number of receivers. In
addition, the sender is not involved in calculating the rendering
weights as well as predicting the user behavior, thus can support
different rendering methods and applications at the receiver.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We propose a receiver-based rate-distortion optimized framework
to interactively stream scalable bitstreams of light fields. Based
on the viewpoints assigned by the user and prediction of the fu-
ture viewpoints, the predicted receiver buffer state, the network
characteristics, and the target forward payload rate, the receiver
performs rate-distortion optimized data request as a convex opti-
mization process. Experimental results show that rate-distortion
optimization together with prediction of the future frame improves
the rendering quality by1.0 ∼ 2.6 dB over the heuristic scheme at
the same bit-rate. Although the receiver-based framework in gen-
eral performs worse than the sender-based framework, it allows
the sender to simultaneously serve a large number of receivers.
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